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Surprisingly, you can really learn from GMAT for free and get more than you get in a paid course without sacrificing in reputation or quality materials. Here's a rundown of high-quality, inexpensive educational materials. GMATPrep Download from GMAC If you only used one resource to prepare GMAT - especially if you were cramming over the weekend - this
resource will be GMATPrep. GMATPrep is a free hands-on software from GMAC, the organization that manufactures and operates GMAT. GMATPrep includes two full-length practical tests. GMATPrep tests are the only practical tests that use the same computer-adaptive algorithm that real GMAT uses. In addition, GMATPrep tests are the only practical
tests that make up the questions developed by the test manufacturer and previously used in the GMAT exam. So you wouldn't mind downloading and using this free resource. Two GMATPrep practice exams are essential to your GMAT training program. As discussed on this GMAT practice test page, your two GMATPrep tests are important important in your
GMAT training. Roughly speaking, they represent the Start and Finish line. You can learn and improve from your review tests, but if you're preparing for more than a couple of days, you'll want more practice questions and more detailed explanations. (Official resources are sometimes criticized for being stilted explanations, though no one doubts the value of
the realism of these tests.) Takeaway: GMATPrep tests should be part of each GMAT study program, but they are not a course, and 99%% of testers will want more practice material. GMAT Free GMAT Free is a course! It is designed to be used with other resources on this page, and, in fact, it will guide you in how to incorporate them into your GMAT Free
experience. It is completely free, open to registered and unregistered users, contains a mathematical overview of all the topics in the quant section, as well as 800 questions with detailed explanations (mostly text and video). This course includes several hundred unique questions created to be extremely realistic to the format and complexity of official issues.
In addition, this course focuses on studying small groups of subjects rather than lectures, so you can get in and out of the course easily for short practice or marathon training sessions. GMAT Free focuses on learning through realistic questions and detailed explanations. Takeaway: GMAT Free is designed to have a full, non-compromise approach to
preparing for GMAT essentially for free. You will need to get some other resources on this page, however. You can sign up for free here, and the first module will guide you through the learning planning process. Not Free: GMAT Books Some GMAT books are rich in questions and tests, come from reliable and are low in value. Here are the three most
important sources, with pros and cons, followed by the final tip: Official Guide, published by GMAC, GMAC, Test maker, is a good source of official questions. As mentioned above in the GMATPrep discussion, the only sources of official issues are GMAC publications. This book is light on explanations; Each question has an explanation, but they are quite
brief and GMAT takers tend to find them less clear. The latest edition includes an online Integrated Reasoning Practice section. Price: $32 Kaplan GMAT Premier is a strong resource. Both questions and explanations are complete and low in error. Premier's book is also one of the best resources for printed explanations that give textual reviews to topics
sprinkled on all topics. Premier's book also includes a number of practical tests (although before you get too focused on practical tests, read this article). The 2015 version of the book is roughly equal to the previous version. Caveat: I used to run the GMAT program in Kaplan when various editions of the book were published. Price: $35 Manhattan GMAT
Guides are popular, but expensive. The full set is about $150 on Amazon, and not too much more extensive than the much cheaper Kaplan Prime book. Like Kaplan, MGMAT books come with a set of practical tests - but you actually get a set from buying one book. So the set is quite pricey, while one book is excellent value for money. Price: 16 euros per
volume; 150 euros per set. Takeaway: Books can be an inexpensive additional source of good questions and practical tests. One sensible route is to start the GMAT Free Course (with GMATPrep practical tests) and then add to the books if you want more practical tests. Other resources are free or cheap, so they are worth having on the radar. I wouldn't
necessarily include them in my plan, but I've listed them here because I think they're high quality based on working with them over the years. Social practice: If you want to practice for GMAT in a less organized but social format, then you should consider Beat GMAT and GMAT club, which are free forums. Both sites are ultimately based on providing
additional explanations for the questions from the official guide above. They also have articles from test preparatory companies. In this respect, they are partly redundant with the books above, but certainly provide free GMAT resources. If you see questions in these forums that are not from an official source, I would proceed with caution because questions
from less experienced sources may not be realistic. This advice is doubly relevant to anything that mimics or resembles a practical test. Sample materials: You usually get them in popular books, and when they are distributed as samples, the experience is usually chaotic and mixed with the marketing message that you should sign up for These sources are
good for trickle issues, so I wouldn't include them in my GMAT plan, but here are the most important ones for your information: Manhattan GMAT GMAT Kaplan GMAT Blog Kaplan GMAT issue-day Manhattan GMAT Practice Tests: This test is included in the tests you get with one MGMAT book, so you can skip it if you buy at least one book. Also worth
noting: all the tests you get with the book are included in the tests that come with the course, so you can get a pretty chunk of coursework resources by buying a book. Kaplan GMAT Practice Test: This test is included in the tests you get with the Kaplan Premier book, so you can skip it if you buy at least one book. Also worth noting: all the tests you get with
the book are included in the tests that come with the course, so you can get a pretty chunk of coursework resources by buying a book. Digital courses: There are digital courses more or less like GMAT Free; They are usually priced from $100 to $500. In my experience, these courses were built by people who did not come directly from testing decisions or
major test preparatory operations, and for this reason, I see reason to doubt that all practical questions will be very realistic. However, I have personally reviewed some of these materials in the past and found them not clearly bad, so taking one or more of these courses is an opportunity to enhance your free program. Summary If you plow through all the
materials above, you'll spend a lot more hours practicing than the average person who is enrolled in a $1,000 test prep course, and therefore you'll probably improve a lot more. In particular, here's what I'd recommend for your next steps: Good luck in your preparation! For more information about the test itself and to plan it, you can read about the GMAT
exam. Designed specifically for students seeking to score above the 90th percentille, the GMAT 800 Kaplan provides the training you need to get the highest score you want. The average GMAT score for students enrolled in the top 10 business schools is nearly 720, and these top schools accept only about 15 percent of applicants. The GMAT 800 can help
you score more points and give you the application of a boost with best practice, focused review, and expert strategy. Focused practice More than 300 of the most complex practical questions with detailed answer explanationsOnlineOnline Bank quiz bank with 100 additional questions for additional practiceFocused guidelines to address each quantitative and
verbal questions typeProven test-taking strategies for high complexity contentExpert Guide We know the test: Team Kaplan spent years studying each GMAT related documents. Kaplan psychometric experts ensure that our practical questions and training materials are true to the test. We invented test training - Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping
students for almost 80 years. Our proven strategies have helped legions of students achieve their dreams. Joined: 04 December 2002 Messages: 21105 Location: USA (WA) GPA: 3.5 Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 04 January 2011, 22:58 Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10. Get them while you you has another amazing
promotion combined with the e-concept book. Until January 10, many of Kaplan's GMAT books are FREE if you buy them on Corner, Apple (iPhone, iPod, iPad), or Sony ereader platforms. These are solid performers and I have studied using 2 of them (2 workbooks) and highly recommend them at this price Free books include (tested by Barnes and Noble
across the corner)1. Kaplan Portable GMAT (introduction to GMAT)2. Kaplan GMAT Mathematics Workbook - Great!!! 3. Kaplan GMAT Verbal WorkBook - Great!!! 4. Kaplan GRE and GMAT Writing Workbook5. Kaplan 101 GMAT Verbal Practice6. There are a total of 130 books that are available for free, including GRE and others - grab them! To start
visiting: Kaplan Free Books Extended.jpg Viewed 39515 Times - Quote: More than 130 free e-books from Kaplan to Kick Off New Year's EVE YORK, January 4, 2011 /PRNewswire/ - To help a multitude of new owners with e-book readers, Kaplan Publishing offers over 130 free e-books in a promotion that runs from January 4 to 10. Owners of Nook, iPad,
iPhone, iPod touch and Sony eReader can find Selected Kaplan names for free by visiting: high school students today; College students; Those who want GRE, GMAT or SAT practical tests; future doctors, lawyers, MBA and nurses and more will find various valuable Kaplan test preparatory guides, practical tests, practical issues, tutorials, and related titles
that typically cost hundreds of dollars for free. In August, we witnessed over 500,000 free e-book downloads in an exclusive two-week promotion that was extremely successful in helping our students use their mobile devices to match new opportunities to learn in their busy days, said Maureen McMahon, President and Publisher of Kaplan Publishing. Helping
students of all ages achieve their educational goals is always our top priority, and as they use new technologies, Kaplan will be there with the best tools and content in both print and digital formats. Popular titles include several Cleveland Clinic Consumer Health Guides, first-year nurse, getting into graduate school, Achievement Bar, Pressure Teaching,
Sharp Grammar, MBA Basics Series and more. Test preparatory training manuals in promotion cover standardized exams such as: GMAT, GRE, AP, ACT, SAT, MCAT, NCLEX and USMLE. These titles represent significant single-day savings for students preparing to prepare for college entrance exams, qualify for extended certificates and improve their
understanding of a number of academic subjects. New Year's Eve, Opportunity epitomizes the exciting potential as a new group of students and adult learners kick off the New Year with their new electronic reading devices. About Kaplan PublishingKaplan Publishing is one of the leading national publishers of academic and professional development
resources. Kaplan Publishing Offers Proven strategies for preparing and accepting students around the world, as well as practical advice, thought-provoking ideas and inspiring stories for the general reader. Kaplan Publishing is a subsidiary of Kaplan, Inc., a subsidiary of The Washington Post Company (NYSE: WPO). : Tim Brazier, tim.brazier@kaplan.com,
No 1-212-618-2432SOURCE Kaplan PublishingBack to the beginning of THE LINKSHTTP://WWW.KAPLANPUBLISHING.COM - Manager joined: 21 Sep 2010 Messages: 247 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 05 January 2011, 12:55 BB, as always, you are a gentleman and a scientist for the placement of such valuable tools!
The question is: Only by going too far, you can find out how far you can go. --T.S. Elliot Founder Joined: 04 December 2002 Messages: 21105 Location: USA (WA) GPA: 3.5 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 05 January 2011, 14:02 Intern Joined: 17 December 2010 Status: Student Messages: 4 Location: Somewhere in Europe
Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 05 January 2011, 15:24 I am the only one who gets trouble downloading for an Iphone? I can't see or download books on my device. There are no books. Maybe it's just for American accounts? Founder Joined: 04 December 2002 Messages: 21105 Location: United States (WA) GPA: 3.5 Re:
Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 05 January 2011, 17:53 DaKairsim wrote: I am the only one who gets trouble downloading for Iphone? I can't see or download books on my device. There are no books. Maybe it's just for American accounts? It's possible... I have an account in the U.S. You can register an account in the U.S. and try
it out. I believe this was the last time: free-kaplan-gmat-book-in-ibooks-99754.html Intern joined: 09 December 2010 Status: Sophomore Accessories: President Student Association Communications: 30 Schools: HBS 2'2, IESE YTP Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 05 January 2011, 18:33 Wow, free books. Oral Forum
Moderator Joined: 31 January 2010 Posts: 334 WE 1: 4 Years Tech Re: Free Kaplan GMAT E-Books until January 10 (#permalink) 06 January 2011, 07:30 We do not get e-books that we can read on laptops? - My post invites Discussions not answersTri to bring back something Forum.I want your explanation, right now ! Please, Let me know your opinion
on Chandigarh Gmat Centre Founder Joined: 04 December 2002 Messages: 21105 Location: USA (WA) GPA: 3.5 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 06 January 2011, 08:05 I do not think you can download them on PC or - it seems that you should use a computer e-readers such as iPhone/iPod/iPad, Corner or Sony e-Reader.
Manager Joined: 21 Sep 2010 Messages: 247 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 06 January 2011, 09:17 Just to confirm Mundasingh123, you can download download download for PC to read books. I just went through the Kaplan Portable GMAT last night with him! The question is: Only by going too far, you can find out how far
you can go. --T.S. Elliot Intern Joined: 09 December 2010 Status: Sophomore Affiliations: President Student Associoation Communications: 30 Schools: HBS 2'2, IESE YTP Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 06 January 2011, 12:32 I downloaded 8 Kaplan e-books in my nook. Manager Joined: 12 Sep 2010 Messages: 225
Concentration: Healthcare, General Management Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 06 January 2011, 16:02 Great Deals! Thank you bb. Published by GMAT ToolKit Intern Joined: 17 May 2010 Status: Who Dares Victory -SAS Messages: 31 Schools: NYU, Ross, GSB Chicago, Darden, So Re: Free Kaplan GMAT E-Books until
January 10 (#permalink) 07 January 2011, 05:31 Thanks for post bb, Got All GMAT And MBA. Any body knows if I can read them on a Mac? I tried using adobe digital editions, but it doesn't open. The help would be grateful! Champions are not made in gyms. Champions are made of something that they have deep inside them - desires, dreams, visions.
Intern Joined: 18 November 2010 Messages: 18 Location: Richmond VA Schools: ISB, IIMA (PGPX), IIMB (EMBA) and IIMC. Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 07 January 2011, 05:56 bb - Best Buy!! - Whether it's GMATClub offers or any promotions like this... Intern Joined: 30 Aug 2010 Messages: 10 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-
books until January 10 (#permalink) Updated: 08 January 2011, 11:30 Originally published igormkd on 07 January 2011, 07:49. Last edited by Igormkd on 08 January 2011, 11:30 a.m., edited 1 times in total. Intern Joined: 21 October 2010 Messages: 2 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 07 January 2011, 10:19 Hello people! BB is
right; You can only download on the following devices: iPhone, iTouch, iPad, Sony eReader and Nook. DaKasimir, others have had problems with non-American accounts, so make sure you use US iBooks to download. Thank you! Intern Joined: 22 December 2010 Messages: 3 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 07 January 2011,
11:15 Thank you very much for this post downloaded on my computer and running great. Intern Joined: 17 May 2010 Status: Who dares Victory -SAS Messages: 31 Schools: NYU, Ross, GSB Chicago, Darden, So Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 07 January 2011, 12:40 DaKasimir wrote: Am I the only one who gets trouble
downloading for iPhone? I can't see or download books on my device. There are no books. Maybe it's just for American accounts? I downloaded everything on my iphone last night. You have to follow the advice of bb and The fictitious account of the US champions is not made in gyms. Champions are made of something that they have deep inside them -
desires, dreams, visions. Kaplan Representative Joined: 15 Aug 2009 Messages: 2 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 07 January 2011, 17:12 Apologies to those outside the U.S. - we would to make these editions available there. It can be surprisingly difficult to give away free books on these platforms! Please know that we really
like the fact that we can make these materials available and we will do it more widely if/when we can. Good luck in preparing everyone! Intern Joined: 28 December 2010 Messages: 1 Location: Austin, TX Schools: University of Texas-Austin Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 07 January 2011, 19:20 Thank you so much for this
post. I'm just starting my GMAT journey, and these books are a great start. Intern Joined: 20 April 2007 Messages: 4 Re: Free Kaplan GMAT e-books until January 10 (#permalink) 08 January 2011, 01:50 HiMy question directed at Mr. Andrew Mitchell of Kaplan in particular, and all in general. I'm in India.Can people in India download these books? If not, it is
legal and ethical that I do the US for one of the listed devices and then download the book. Pls do the answer. RegardsHemant Agarwal Moderator: Retired Moderator of 1037 Message Messages kaplan gmat books free download pdf
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